
Only those who keep things on the move
can shape the future themselves



No two warehouses are alike. That’s why no 
two DAMBACH Lagersysteme solutions are 
the same. Every single one is developed to- 
gether with our partners – because in every- 
day operations it’s the details that make the 
difference for efficiency and economics.
Our all-round expertise is founded on more 
than 40 years of experience as a manufacturer 
of rail-guided stacker cranes and mini-load 
stacker cranes for great heights. That exper- 
tise includes our own production facilities for 
all key elements, shallow corporate 
hierarchies and highly motivated staff – that’s 
what we understand by flexibility that serves 
the customer.

Right from the start:
a reliable partner with a complete, flexible range of products



We prefer task-based to model-based: 
warehouse systems with integrated security  
for the future

Whether aisle-bound or curve-going models, 
no DAMBACH rail-guided stacker crane will 
fail to impress when it comes to space utilisa- 
tion and throughput rates. With such a broad, 
flexible range of products, it is possible to 
design a system with storage form, space 
requirements and throughput tailored to the 
needs of a huge variety of diverse applica-
tions. Using compact shuttles together with 
rail-guided stacker cranes results in space-
saving, multi-deep storage options.  
Power caps guarantee fast recharging times 
(minimum of 8 seconds) when transferring 
from one aisle to another, which means 24/7 
operation without downtimes.

Rail-guided stacker cranes and compact shuttle:
good throughput rates and high storage density under control



One partner for all situations: 
that vital extra for lasting investment security

DAMBACH’s pallet-handling technology has 
been specifically developed for applications  
on the aprons of high bay warehouses. And 
that means one interface less because stacker 
cranes and handling systems come from the 
same supplier. A full, flexible range with 
roller, vertical and chain conveyors, roller  
lift tables, turntables and traversers ensures 
fast, effective materials flows. Efficient 
modernisation concepts can upgrade ware-
houses to match the latest standards – even  
the systems of manufacturers who have gone 
out of business or no longer provide support 
for warehousing technology.

Pallet-handling technology:
apron and warehousing technology working together



With experience and enthusiasm: 
people who get things moving for you

DAMBACH Lagersysteme can supply advanced 
control systems for rail-guided stacker cranes 
and materials-handling installations. Central or 
decentralised control arrangements linked via 
bus systems to suit each application. 
Different configuration levels can be supplied: 
from integrated factory pre-wiring to fully 
functioning control.

Control systems and modernisation:
that decisive extra for efficiency and reliability



From planning to service: 
expertise we’d like to share with you

All our services can be tailored to the particular 
requirements of individual companies. Those 
services include:
n Remote diagnosis
n Spare parts service
n Maintenance, also non-DAMBACH systems
n Repairs
n Safety check
n Inspection/Updating
n Training

For maximum economic efficiency at every stage: tailored  
services all-inclusive



Dynamic warehousing: 
DAMBACH LAGERSYSTEME



DAMBACH Lagersysteme GmbH & Co. KG
Hardrain 1 
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How to find us:


